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Skill Change



What is the most valuable thing that no money can 

buy  and that  can never come back once it is lost?



New Freelancer 

You need a website

Content for your website

No budget to hire people



Integration of AI with WordPress 

AI-powered Plugins and Tools UX with AI Automating Tasks with AI

Generated by DALL·E

https://openai.com/research/dall-e
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How AI enhances SEO strategies in WordPress 
Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.
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Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Content Personalization: AI can analyze user behavior, interests, and past 
interactions to personalize content for individual visitors on WordPress sites, 
potentially reducing bounce rates and improving user experience.



How AI enhances SEO strategies in WordPress 

Content optimization

Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Content Personalization: AI can analyze user behavior, interests, and past 
interactions to personalize content for individual visitors on WordPress sites, 
potentially reducing bounce rates and improving user experience.

Tools and plugins: 

If-So Dynamic Content
Overview: If-So allows you to display dynamic content to users based on predefined conditions such as geolocation, 
user behavior, device type, referral source, and more. It doesn't require any coding knowledge and works by using 
simple if-this-then-that logic.

Logic Hop
Overview: Logic Hop brings powerful content personalization to WordPress. It uses real-time data and user behavior to 
personalize content, calls to action, and even CSS styles.
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Keyword analysis

Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Keyword Research and Trends: AI tools can process vast amounts of data to identify 
emerging trends, long-tail keywords, and search query patterns that might not be 
evident through traditional keyword research tools. 
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Keyword analysis

Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Keyword Research and Trends: AI tools can process vast amounts of data to identify 
emerging trends, long-tail keywords, and search query patterns that might not be 
evident through traditional keyword research tools. 

Tools and plugins: 

Keyword Tool
Overview: While not a WordPress plugin, Keyword Tool is a powerful online keyword research tool that can be used 
alongside your WordPress content creation workflow. It generates keyword suggestions from Google, YouTube, Bing, 
and other platforms based on a seed keyword.

Ahrefs SEO
Overview: Ahrefs offers a WordPress plugin that integrates with their comprehensive SEO toolset. It can provide 
keyword suggestions based on the content you're creating and insights from their extensive database.
Features: The plugin offers content audits, backlink analysis, and keyword tracking. While it's more focused on overall 
SEO health, the insights it provides can inform your keyword strategy.
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Link building

Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Automated Link Building Plugins: Some plugins leverage AI to suggest internal 
linking opportunities, analyze external linking strategies, and optimize anchor text. 
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Link building

Tools and plugins that leverage AI for better SEO performance.

Automated Link Building Plugins: Some plugins leverage AI to suggest internal 
linking opportunities, analyze external linking strategies, and optimize anchor text. 

Tools and plugins: 

Link Whisper
Features: Link Whisper is a WordPress plugin designed to speed up the process of internal linking and improve the 
overall SEO of your website. It offers intelligent suggestions for internal links as you write your content, making it 
easier to create a strong internal linking structure.

Internal Link Juicer
Features: This plugin focuses on automating the internal linking process, helping to enhance SEO without manual input 
for each link. It allows for setting up keywords that should be automatically linked to specific posts or pages.



How to create plugins for Wordpress with AI 
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"The future is not about replacing humans with 
machines, but about the synergy between 

humans and AI working together to achieve 
more" 

Ginni Rometty, Jack Ma



Who Am I ?



THANK YOU!!
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